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Circus is a magical and unbelievable world of its own. Entrancing narratives and 

fantastic spectacles have drawn audiences far and wide for centuries. Generations of 

knowledge, skills, and experiences have been passed on to entertain the masses, pulling 

them away from a reality they may not want to inhabit. Mesmerizing shows put on by 

passionate groups, like Cirque du Soleil, perform internationally to spread a message: like 

One Drop’s call for global drinking water, Luzia’s adventure through Mexico’s rich culture, 

and Kurious’ heartfelt message to embrace our curiosities. Cirque du Soleil and countless 

other performance groups over the centuries have used entertainment to transcend verbal 

storytelling and break the barriers of spoken language. They challenge what we perceive as 

reality and substitute it with delightfully deceitful manipulations of the body, object, and 

space. These acts are the culmination of years of passion and training. Exploration, 

experimentation, successes, failures, and unfortunately, even death, have led to the 

development of more awe-inspiring and death-defying performances.  

I have always been curious in understanding the way things work, and I say “things” 

because I mean all things, the want not just for knowledge, but for skills that can be 

activated in the world. My curiosity about process and technique has always been a key 

factor in my creativity. If I see something that intrigues me, I feel the need to know what it 

is, how it works, and is it something I can learn.  

I came to PNCA for drawing and painting to continue progressing my skills while 

focusing on the body, but my curiosity got the best of me when I was introduced to facilities 

I didn’t have access to before. Wasn’t any surprise that my practice would shift direction 

and move into the 3D realm of sculpture. Rebecca Horn’s early work was an immediate 

influence in this shift.  

Her early work with her body was an easy connection to my previous costuming 

experience, but it was her continued process with feathers that intrigued me. Though the 
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final works are deep and beautiful within themselves, it was her iterations from one to the 

next that followed my line inquiry. Each project evolved from the previous, carrying over 

certain objects and materials, but changing and adapting the way they interact with the 

body, shifting from altering the body, to encompassing the body, to eventually removing 

the body’s physical presence within the space altogether.  

That same creative curiosity led me to the circus many years ago as I looked for 

ways to challenge my body and acquire skills that could be merged with my visual art 

practice. I look at my circus training and creative practice as parallel roads.  I use my 

practices to learn new techniques to understand the best method for the project in front of 

me. Whether it is learning a new welding technique or a new aerial apparatus, my passion 

keeps me going after the failures and the dedication brings me back to learn more.  I focus 

on acquiring skills and experiences, challenging myself to problem solve any situation.       

As a performer, my skills range from aerial acrobat in training, a dancing eight-foot 

stilt-walker, fire dancer, and even bringing to life transformative character costumes.  I am 

challenged during every performance and it’s my skills and experiences that allow me to 

improvise and develop new ideas.  Performance leaves room for endless possibilities, 

especially in the circus: fabricating stories, characters, props, even the way we move our 

bodies in space with and around objects that can make eyes widen in anticipation. Then 

there’s the objects themselves. 

As a circus artist I hone my craft on equipment and rigging; objects fabricated by 

individuals who have put the labor, handwork, and time into understanding what is 

required of it, usually from first-hand experience. Circus apparatuses are usually custom 

built and designed by experts in that performance area.  

Being able to confidently and safely build an apparatus that someone is placing their 

life onto can be a daunting task. Bobby Bates of Bobby’s Big Top, began his career with Club 

Med running circus programs, maintaining equipment and rigging, and producing shows. 

He also spent several years touring as a professional aerialists, stuntman, and trainer for 

many large companies including Disneyland and Ringling Brothers. In 1989, he founded 

Bobby’s Big Top and is still one of the leading companies in custom circus rigging.  
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That kind of expertise is a craft. Like blacksmiths, electricians, and welders, it takes 

labor, handwork, and time to understand the possibilities and boundaries of a material or 

process. Materials like metal were originally taught through generations of families and 

apprenticeships together as part of a guild. Knowledge and individual experiences passed 

down, evolving with each iteration, and honing their craft. With the Industrial Revolution 

and the advancement of our technology, the human factor in making shifted to mechanical 

as machines became the worker to the craft.  These crafts were, and still are, needed by 

society but it’s the craftsperson that tends to be overlooked. 

Our passion is an invisible labor. Behind the scenes are countless hours of training 

and practicing, trial and error, failures and reiterations that aren’t seen by the final viewer. 

All that effort is put forth to make the effort invisible, for the final work to be a flawless 

manifestation of creativity. Whether it’s constructing a building or constructing a show, it 

takes numerous amounts of thinkers and makers collaborating their skills and experiences 

to produce the outcome.  

An assortment of skills and experiences become crucial when the creative team is 

smaller as various projects require different problem-solving components.  The ability to 

understand materials, processes, and techniques to the fullest extent is what motivates my 

creativity. Through the acquisition of various skills and experiences, I can perform within 

the world and also fully conceptualize, design, and fabricate a world of my own or someone 

else’s. 

My proposal comes directly from my passion and motivation. I am proposing I build 

what I train and trust my life on every time I climb up. An apparatus built around and for 

the relationship with performance art, a trapeze bar. To do so, I will have to improve some 

of my current skills and learn new ones in order to complete all the components required. 

These components include stainless steel welding, threading a steel cable through the rope 

as well as creating an eye-splice on each end, and stitching a leather elbow cover to finish it. 

I’ve also had to make new contacts to supplement my research since professional how-to 

blueprints haven’t quite made it to amazon yet.  
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One of the biggest safety concerns is the quality of the weld that holds the bar in 

place. To ensure the safety I will continue to improve my welding skills. Through repetition 

and under the inspection of a local material specialist, I will improve my ability with the 

TIG and MIG welder, documenting my progress through hour logs and photographs. This 

repetition of welding reflects the repetitious training that is required to maintain my skills 

and progress further in both my creative practices. 

My project will be presented on site at The Circus Project. A non-profit organization, 

The Circus Project was started by Jenn Cohen, a circus performer and process work 

therapist, who believed help could be provided to homeless and marginalized youth 

through the unique and unprecedented ways of the circus arts. Over 10 years later, they are 

proud partners with Cirque du Soleil and are the only company with training programs 

designed specifically for the homeless youth in the United States. A fellow circus member of 

that community will be collaborating with me for a demonstration on my work. The 

collaboration will include their own set of skills as well as training me in a new set. The 

work is not about the performance, it is merely a visual aid to demonstrate not only the 

work that goes into what we do, but the importance in the construction of the object of our 

choosing. 

Circus has been an integral part of my life for over a decade. The various artist I 

have worked with constantly inspire and challenge my ideas of what we can do with our 

bodies and how these bodies can interact with objects in space. Their influence can be seen 

throughout my creative practice. We share skills and support each other, both physically 

and emotionally, and strive to see each other succeed. But our labor is invisible. Unlike the 

brush stroke of a painter or the ceramicists hand in the clay, we purposely conceal the 

handwork to inspire the mind to believe the unbelievable, to make the skill look effortless. 

An invisible labor of love.  
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